In addition, the following two types of scholarships are also awarded fellowships by the Scholarship Department.

1. **DST-Inspire Fellowship**
2. **Council of Science and Industrial Research (C.S.I.R)**

### 1. **DST-INSPIRE Fellowship**:

**Eligibility:**

- INSPIRE Scholar having secured minimum 65% marks in aggregate or equivalent CGPA at M.Sc. or Integrated MS/ M.Sc. course.

- 1st Rank Holders at University Level Examination (not at Autonomous College Level examination) of overall full time post-graduate program in science, engineering /technology / agriculture / pharmacy / other applied science streams and undergraduate in Medicine i.e. MBBS. However, University shall consider providing 1st Rank to a student having a minimum batch size of 10 students in that University level examination with minimum aggregate of 60% marks of the entire course/ program. Toppers in any subject specialization in post-graduation 2nd year are not eligible. However, merely fulfilling the eligibility criteria for the INSPIRE Fellowship will not guarantee for the final offer of fellowship. Expert Committee will finally take decision on selections based on the academic merit, research proposal, host institution etc. submitted by the candidate.

For more information regarding this fellowship visit: [http://www.inspire-dst.gov.in/fellowship.html](http://www.inspire-dst.gov.in/fellowship.html) web site.

### 2. **Council of Science and Industrial Research (C.S.I.R)**

**Eligibility:**

- PhD (in a science or engineering subject) or MD/MS/MDS (in medical science subject) or ME/MTech/MPharm/MSc with three years R&D experience as on the last date of application, evidenced from fellowship or associate ship or from date of registration of PhD.

- PhD (science/engineering) theses submitted are also eligible for RA’ship. Selection in such cases will be subject to the condition that PhD viva-voce done & declared qualified for award of PhD/awarded PhD degree before the expiry of the validity of the award offer.

- The candidate applying for Research Associate ship must have at least one research publication in standard refereed journal as listed in Journal Citation Reports (JCR).

For more information regarding this fellowship visit for General Guideline visit: [http://www/csirhrdg.res.in/jrfsrfra2.htm](http://www/csirhrdg.res.in/jrfsrfra2.htm) & [http://www.csirhrdg.res.in/srf_anx_2.pdf](http://www.csirhrdg.res.in/srf_anx_2.pdf)